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Outline: Beginner Session
● Introduction to High Performance Computing (HPC)

○ HPC Use Cases
● Introducing NAUTILUS 

○ Architecture of Nautilus
● Working With A Supercomputer

○ Basic Linux Commands
○ SSH Connections and access to Nautilus

● SLURM Workload Manager
○ Basic Slurm Commands

● Modules
● Guix Package Manager
● Data Management
● GLiCID Help
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What’s HPC?
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Data, Data, Everywhere

● Key Statistics 2023
○ 3.5 quintillion bytes of data is created every single day (Source: Earthweb)
○ 333.2 billion emails are sent per day
○ 100 billion messages are sent through WhatsApp in a day
○ 5 billion Snapchat videos and photos are shared per day
○ 456,000 tweets are made on Twitter each minute of the day
○ 500 million daily story users on Instagram every day
○ People spend $1 million per minute online
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Why HPC?
Q. Why would I be interested in High Performance Computing (HPC)?

Frequently, research problems that use computing can outgrow the capabilities of the desktop or laptop. For 
example,

Use Case 1: AI/ML/Statistics

● A statistics/data science researcher wants to cross-validate a model.
● This involves running the model 1000 times – but each run takes an hour.
● Running the model on a laptop will take over a month.
● In this research problem, final results are calculated after all 1000 models have run, but typically only one 

model is run at a time (in serial) on the laptop.
● Since each of the 1000 runs is independent of all others, and given enough computers, it’s theoretically 

possible to run them all at once (in parallel) and complete the task in one hour.
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Why HPC?
Use Case 2: Genomics

● A genomics researchers use some type of sequencing datasets that are huge.
● It’s challenging to open these datasets on a computer – analyzing these larger datasets will probably 

crash it.
● In this research problem, the calculations required might be impossible to parallelize, but a computer 

with more memory would be required to analyze the much larger future data set.
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Why HPC?
Use Case 3: Fluid Dynamics/Mechanics

● An engineer using a fluid dynamics package has an option to run in parallel.
● In going from 2D to 3D simulations, the simulation time has more than tripled.
● In this research problem, the calculations in each region of the simulation are largely independent of 

calculations in other regions of the simulation.
● It’s possible to run each region’s calculations simultaneously (in parallel), communicate selected results to 

adjacent regions as needed, and repeat the calculations to converge on a final set of results.
● In moving from a 2D to a 3D model, both the amount of data and the amount of calculations increases 

greatly, and it’s theoretically possible to distribute the calculations across multiple computers 
communicating over a shared network.

In all these cases, access to more computers with larger memories is needed.
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HPC: Other cases

● AI and ML
○ HPC supports training deep neural networks, processing large datasets, and accelerating machine 

learning algorithms
● Weather and Climate Modelling

○ HPC is used to run complex atmospheric models, simulate weather patterns, and predict climate 
change phenomena

● Engineering and Design Optimization
○ HPC is employed to optimize engineering designs, analyze structural integrity, simulate fluid 

dynamics, and enhance product performance
● Astrophysics and Cosmology

○ HPC facilitates large-scale simulations of the universe, including galaxy formation, stellar evolution, 
and gravitational wave analysis
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HPC: Other cases

● Drug Discovery and Molecular Dynamics
○ HPC enables the simulation of drug interactions, protein folding, and molecular dynamics, aiding in 

the development of new pharmaceuticals
● Financial Modeling and Risk Analysis

○ HPC helps in analyzing complex financial models, running Monte Carlo simulations, and assessing 
investment risks

● And many more…
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What is High Performance Computing (HPC)?

● Best-known types of HPC solutions is the Supercomputer
● It is made up of thousands of computers that work together 
● Fastest Supercomputer is the US-based Frontier, with a processing speed of 

1.102 exaflops, or quintillion floating point operations per second (flops)
● HPC solutions can be deployed on-premise, at the edge, or even in the cloud
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Top 500
 

Source: https://www.top500.org/ 11
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How does HPC work?

● A standard computing system solves problems primarily using serial computing
● It divides the workload into a sequence of tasks, and then executes the tasks one 

after the other on the same processor
● In contrast, HPC leverages 

○ Massively parallel computing
○ Compute clusters (also called HPC clusters)
○ High-performance components
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How does HPC work?

● Massively parallel computing
○ Parallel computing using tens of thousands to millions of cores

● Compute clusters/HPC clusters
○ Consists of multiple high-speed computer servers networked together
○ The computers, called nodes, use either high-performance multi-core CPUs or, more likely today, 

GPUs (graphical processing units)
○ Well suited for rigorous computations and graphics-intensive tasks

● High-performance components
○ Other computing resources in an HPC cluster - networking, memory, storage and file systems - are 

high-speed, high-throughput and low-latency components that can keep pace with the nodes and 
optimize the computing power and performance of the cluster
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Introducing GLiCID
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GLiCID Cluster

● Nautilus
● Phileas
● Waves
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Nautilus Architecture

● Nautilus has 3 main components:
○ Set of nodes communicating with each other
○ Fast interconnect using Infiniband 100 Gb/s technology with high bandwidth and low latency
○ Shared Storage (scratch) 427 TB (IBM/Spectrum Scale- GPFS)
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Nautilus Architecture

● Each node consists
○ Red Hat Operating System (RHEL 8.7)
○ 2 AMD EPYC 9474F processors @3.6GHz (4.1GHz Max) with 48 CPU cores
○ TDP (Thermal Design Power)/Power Consumption: 360W
○ 384 GB RAM
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Nautilus Architecture

 
#Computing nodes Processor and Speed RAM #Cores

40 cnode[301-340] BullSequana X440 (2 AMD EPYC 9474@3.6GHz 48c) 384 GB 3840

8 cnode[701-708] BullSequana X440 (2 AMD EPYC 9474@3.6GHz 48c) 768 GB 768

4 visu[1-4] BullSequana X450 (2 AMD EPYC 9474@3.6GHz 48c) 
with Nvidia A40 (48G) 2 GPUs per node

768 GB 384

4 gnode[1-4] 4 BullSequana X410 (2 AMD EPYC 9474@3.6GHz 
48c) with Nvidia A100 (80G) 4 GPUs per node

768 GB 384
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Philias/MesoNET 
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Working With A Supercomputer
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Working With A Supercomputer
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Working With A Supercomputer
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Working with a Supercomputer
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Working With A Supercomputer
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Working With A Supercomputer
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Getting Started with GLiCID
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Prerequisites

● macOS
○ Terminal (pre-installed)

● Windows
○ MobaXterm
○ PowerShell

● Linux
○ You are already well equipped :)
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LINUX COMMAND LINE
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Linux Command Line - Brief History

● One of the earliest operating systems was called Unix
● Designed to run as a multi-user system on mainframe computers
● Users connecting to it remotely via individual terminals
● Terminals were pretty basic: just a keyboard and screen
● Send keystrokes to the server and display any data they received on the screen
● No mouse, no fancy graphics, not even any choice of colour
● Everything was sent as text, and received as text
● Programs that ran on the mainframe had to produce text as an output and accept 

text as an input
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Linux Command Line - Brief History
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Linux Command Line - Brief History

● Linux is a sort-of-descendant of Unix
● The core part of Linux is designed to behave similarly to a Unix system
● Most of the old shells and other text-based programs run on it quite happily
● Most of the Top 500 supercomputers use Linux
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What’s A Command Line?

● The Linux command line is a text interface to your computer
● Often referred to as shell, terminal, console, prompt or various other names
● It can give the appearance of being complex and confusing to use
● But it is not so scary as it looks
● You just need to memorize a few basic commands
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Basic Linux Commands

● Launch the Terminal
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Basic Linux Commands
● Structure of a linux commands

● The system is ready to accept commands 

User name

Host name

Cursor (blinking)
Current directory
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Basic Linux Commands
● Structure of a linux commands (in Nautilus)

● The system is ready to accept commands 

User name

Host name Cursor (blinking)Current directory
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Basic Linux Commands

 
Command Syntax Description

Print Working Directory pwd Print present working directory

List ls List files and directories at path

Change directory cd Change current directory

Make directory mkdir Create new directory

Create empty file touch Create new file or update timestamp

Move mv Move or rename files and directories

Copy cp Copy files or directories from source to destination

Remove rm Remove files

Text editor vim Vim is a highly configurable text editor
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Basic Linux Commands

 Command Syntax Description

Print Working Directory pwd Print present working directory
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Basic Linux Commands

 Command Syntax Description

List ls List files and directories at path
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Basic Linux Commands

 Command Syntax Description

Change directory cd Change current directory
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Basic Linux Commands

 Command Syntax Description

Make directory mkdir Create new directory
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Basic Linux Commands

 Command Syntax Description

Create empty file touch Create new file or update timestamp
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Basic Linux Commands

 Command Syntax Description

Move mv Move or rename files and directories
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Basic Linux Commands

 Command Syntax Description

copy cp Copy files or directories from source to destination
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Basic Linux Commands

 Command Syntax Description

Remove rm Remove files
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Basic Linux Commands
Command Syntax Description

Text editor vim Vim is a highly configurable text editor
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Basic Linux Commands
Command Syntax Description

Linux editor vim Vim is a highly configurable text editor
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Basic Linux Commands
Command Syntax Description

Text editor nano Comparatively easier (Ctrl+Option)
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Basic Linux Commands

 Command Syntax Description

User Manual man Displays whole manual of the command
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Basic Linux Commands - File Management
Path to folders and files

● Relative Path

● Absolute path
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Basic Linux Commands - Large Files
● Compress

$ tar -czvf <folder_name.tar.gz> <foldername>

● Decompress

$ tar -xzvf <folder_name.tar.gz>
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Basic Linux Commands - File Management
● Local to Remote

$ scp -r folder_name nautilus:/scratch/nautilus/users/username

● Remote to Local

$ scp -r nautilus:/scratch/nautilus/users/username/folder_name /local_location

Note: Run both commands from the local machine.
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Basic Linux Commands - Bash Scripting
● What if we want to run many bash commands?
● … maybe in a workflow???
● Important part of process automation in Linux
● Plain text file that contains a series of commands
● Any command you run on the command line can be put in a script and vice-versa
● Executed like a program
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Basic Linux Commands - Bash Scripting
● Simple bash script 

#!/bin/bash
mkdir test-dir && cd test-dir
echo “Ciao” 

● Save as test_script.sh
● To execute ./test_script.sh
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File Permissions
 chmod u+x <filename>
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SSH CONNECTIONS
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What is SSH Key?
● SSH is a secure shell (terminal) connection to another computer
● You connect from your computer to the LOGIN NODE
● Security is given by public/private keys
● A connection to the supercomputer needs a 

○ Key,
○ Configuration,
○ Key/IP address known to the supercomputer
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How to access GLiCID cluster?

● Create an account on https://clam.glicid.fr 
● Account validation by an administrator
● User uploads SSH key to CLAM portal (in profile's SSH Access tab)
● SSH connection configuration on local PC
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How to configure SSH connection?

● Generate SSH key and copy the public key (id_ed25519.pub)
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How to configure SSH connection?

● Upload this SSH key to the CLAM
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How to configure SSH connection?

● Copy Contents to the config file and save it
● Replace <my_username> with your username
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SSH to GLiCID Cluster

● Login using SSH by typing this command in the terminal
○  ssh glicid and then press <Enter>
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SSH to GLiCID Cluster

● Login directly to nautilus
○  ssh nautilus and then press <Enter>
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SSH to GLiCID Cluster

● Switch from glicid to nautilus
○ ssh nautilus-devel-001 and then press <Enter>
○ It will not work but ask for a password
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SSH to GLiCID Cluster

● Switch from glicid to nautilus
○ To switch to nautilus, set-up authorized_keys
○ cd ~/.ssh after logging in to glicid
○ Either generate a new key or copy the private key id_ed2259
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SSH configuration on Windows

● On Windows
○ Use MobaXTerm
○ Install MobaXterm (Free version) https://mobaxterm.mobatek.net/download.html
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SSH configuration on Windows

● Open Windows PowerShell
○ Run ssh-keygen  (Preferably use id_ed25519)
○ Save it in C:\Users\username\.ssh\id_rsa (normally it will be automatic)
○ Don’t enter any passwords - just press enter (easier)
○ You’ll find two files

■ id_rsa.pub and id_rsa.pkk
○ Create an account on https://glicid.clam.fr and upload the public key(id_rsa.pub) (remove spaces if 

any)(be careful, don’t delete anything by mistake)
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SSH configuration on Windows
● Open MobaXterm
● On SSH, configure

■ Remote-host: login-001.glicid.fr
■ Username: jmir@ec-nantes.fr (DON’T USE MINE)
■ Port: 22 (automatic)
■ Click Advanced SSH settings
■ Use private key (upload your private key)(id_rsa.pkk)
■ Go to Network Settings -> SSH gateway (jump host)

● Gateway host: bastion.glicid.fr
● Username: jmir@ec-nantes.fr (DON’T USE MINE)
● Port:22
● Use SSH key -> upload private key (id_rsa.pkk)
● Click OKAY

○ Click OKAY in Session Settings
○ Double click OR right click and execute a session
○ You’ll be logged in.
○ To exit -> Either write exit in the terminal and press enter or click on the exit option.

● Be careful: Everything is case-sensitive and don’t use MobaXterm for key generation
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SSH configuration on Windows

● Open PowerShell

ssh-keygen
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SSH configuration on Windows

● Keys generated
○ Private key
○ Public key
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SSH configuration on Windows

● Open a session
● Configure SSH
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SSH configuration on Windows

● Advanced SSH
○ Upload id_rsa
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SSH configuration on Windows

● SSH Gateway
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SSH configuration on Windows

● SSH Gateway
○ Upload id_rsa
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SSH configuration on Windows

● Execute Session
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SSH configuration on Windows

● Here you go…
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WINDOWS: File Management

● File Management
○ Just drag and drop
○ Or using upload option
○ Inside the terminal, it’s Unix
○ So if you didn’t pay interest in the command line session :(
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Get Your Hands Dirty
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Bringing Order To Chaos
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You submit jobs
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But you don’t use the whole Supercomputer
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There are many more users
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Enter the queue, and wait

● Your job(s) enter the queue,

  and wait for its turn

● When there are enough resources for

that job, it runs
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Results
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This it how it works

● User submits jobs
● Job enters the queue
● When it can, it runs
● Sends results back to user

● CAUTION
● Login nodes are for submitting jobs, move files, compile, etc
● NOT FOR TRAINING NEURAL NETS
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Who will manage this workload?

● Need software that will distribute the jobs appropriately and manage the 
resources

● Keeps track of what nodes are busy/available, and what jobs are queued or 
running

● Tells the resource manager when to run which job on the available resources
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SLURM - Workload Manager

● Simple Linux Utility for Resource Management (SLURM)
● Open source, fault-tolerant, and highly scalable cluster management and job 

scheduling system for large and small Linux clusters
● It has centralized manager, slurmctld, to monitor resources and work
● Each compute node has a slurmd daemon, which can be compared to a remote 

shell: it waits for work, executes that work, returns status, and waits for more 
work.
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Basic Slurm Commands

 
Command Syntax Description

sbatch sbatch <job_name> To submit job script for later execution (batch mode)

sinfo sinfo Get information about available nodes

squeue Squeue --me Show information about jobs

scancel scancel <job-id> To terminate queued or running jobs

salloc salloc 
<resource-parameters>

To get resources and manually run jobs on those 
allocated resources

sacct sacct Show information about current and previous jobs
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Basic Slurm Commands

● To submit a job

sbatch job.slurm
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Basic Slurm Commands

● Get information about available nodes

sinfo
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Basic Slurm Commands

● To check Priority and MaxWall Time

sacctmgr show qos  format="name%20,priority,MaxJobsPerUser,MaxWall"
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Basic Slurm Commands

● Submit your slurm script

sbatch -M nautilus -p standard -q short <script-name>.slurm
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Slurm - Batch Script

Sample script to run python code using conda environment

#!/bin/bash
#SBATCH --job-name=myjob         # create a short name for your job
#SBATCH --nodes=1                # node count
#SBATCH --ntasks=1               # total number of tasks across all nodes
#SBATCH --cpus-per-task=1        # cpu-cores per task
#SBATCH --mem-per-cpu=2G         # memory per cpu-core
#SBATCH -–gres=gpu:2             # number of gpus per node
#SBATCH --time=00:05:00          # total run time limit (HH:MM:SS)

cd /scratch/user/<username>      # go to your working directory / optional

hostname

python myscript.py
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Data Management
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Data management
● HOME (Personal Space/But don’t train your neural network here)

● SCRATCH (Train it here)
○ cd /scratch/nautilus/users/username
○ Move your data to LAB-DATA

● LAB-DATA (Safe Storage)
○ cd /LAB-DATA/
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Software Modules
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Software Modules
● Modules

○ Lot of useful software packages
○ Different versions
○ Maintained by experts
○ Optimized for the architecture
○ Users cannot install a module
○ Have to request the administrator
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How to use Modules?
● Useful commands

  

Command Description

module avail List modules

module avail <package_name> List all installed versions of python

module load <package_name> Load the default python version

module load <pakage_name/3.11.5> Load a specific version of python

module unload <package_name> Unload python

module list List currently loaded modules
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How to use Modules?
$module avail
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  Guix Package Manager
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What is Guix?
● Package building system/Package manager
● Works on GNU/Linux
● Allows each user to manage his/her own packages

○ without root privilege
○ without interfering with other users

● Easy creation of isolated environments with designated packages
○ useful for per-project dependency management
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Guix Package Manager
● Useful commands

  

Command Description

guix search <package_name> Look for a package to install

guix install <package_name> To install a package

guix remove <package_name> To remove a package

guix package -l List of installed packages
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How to use Guix?
$guix package -l
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Get Your Hands Dirty Again
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GLiCID Help
● You don’t have to use GLiCID password anymore :)
● It will use your institute login credentials
● Same mechanism as CLAM

https://help.glicid.fr/#dashboard
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Thank you. Any questions?
 

Useful links:

User Doc: https://doc.glicid.fr

Support: https://help.glicid.fr or support@glicid.fr 

Chat: On CLAM website

Admins: tech@glicid.fr

Forum: Coming soon

Status page:  https://ckc.glicid.fr

Please answer the survey if you haven't yet 
https://forms.gle/B4dto4axGm4EVPwaA
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